objective is to maximize the area usage of the box. The key point of this algorithm is that the rectangle packed into the box always occupies a corner, even a cave, if possible. Furthermore, the rectangle should occupy as many corners and overlap as many edges with other previously packed rectangles as possible. In this way, the rectangles will be close to each other wisely, and the spare space is decreased. As compared with reviewed literatures, the results from QHA are much improved. For 21 rectangle-packing test instances taken from Hopper & Turton (2001) , optimal solutions of 19 instances are achieved by QHA, and two, three and sixteen ones by the algorithm in Wu et al. (2002) , Zhang et al. (2005) and Huang et al. (2007) , respectively. For each of 13 random instances taken from Burke et al. (2004) , the container height obtained by QHA is smaller than that by best fit (BF) heuristic (Burke et al., 2004) . Furthermore, optimal solutions of three instances are achieved by QHA. Experimental results show that QHA is rather efficient for solving the rectangle-packing problem.
Problem description
Given an empty box B 0 with width w 0 and height h 0 , and a series of rectangles R i with width w i and height h i (i=1, 2,…, n). The task is to pack as many rectangles into the box B 0 as possible, where the measurement of "many" is the total area of the already packed rectangles. The constraints for packing rectangles are: 1. Each edge of a packed rectangle should be parallel to an edge of the box. 2. There is no overlapping area for any two already packed rectangles, and any packed rectangle should not exceed the box boundary. 3. The rectangle should be packed horizontally or vertically. Without significant loss of generality, it is usual to assume that all w i and h i (i=0, 1,…, n) are integers.
Algorithm description

Main idea
If some rectangles have been packed into the box without overlapping, that is, the overlapping area is zero, the question is which rectangle is the best candidate for the remainder, and which position is the best one to be filled. There is an aphorism in ancient China: "Golden corners, silvery edges, and strawy voids". It means that the empty corner inside the box is the best place to be filled, then the boundary line of the empty space, and the void space is the worst. And more, if the rectangle not only occupies a corner, but also touches some other rectangles, the action for packing this rectangle is perfect. We may call the corresponding action as cave-occupying action. Therefore, we can develop foresaid aphorism into "Golden corners, silvery edges, strawy voids, and highly valuable diamond cave". In addition, we hope that the rectangle occupies as many corners and overlaps as many edges with previously packed rectangles as possible. Thus, the following packing principle is natural: The rectangle to be packed into the box always occupies a corner, and the caving degree of the packing action should be as large as possible, where the caving degree reflects the closeness between the rectangle to be packed and the previously packed rectangles, the details about caving degree will be described in 3.2(6). Furthermore, the rectangle should occupy as many corners and overlap as many edges with other previously packed rectangles as possible. Thus, the rectangles are close to each other wisely. Actually, this strategy describes a quasi-human idea, that is, to simulate the behavior of human being in related special work such as bricklaying.
Definitions
The concepts of corner-occupying action, cave-occupying action and caving degree are presented in Huang et al. (2007) . We summarize them in this paper again. For more details, the readers are referred to Huang et al. (2007) . In this paper, other two important concepts, i.e., corner degree and edge degree, are presented.
(1) Corner-occupying action (COA) A packing action is called a corner-occupying action (COA), if the edges of the rectangle to be packed overlap the different directional edges with other two previously packed rectangles including the box (we can regard the 4 edges of the box as 4 rectangles with very small height which have been packed at the prespecified positions), and the overlapping lengths are longer than zero. Note that the two rectangles are not necessarily touching each other. A COA is called a feasible one, if the rectangle to be packed does not overlap with any previously packed rectangle, i.e., the overlapping area is zero, and does not exceed the box boundary. For example, in Fig. 1 , the shadowed rectangles have been packed, and the rectangle "1" is outside the box. The packing action is a feasible COA, if rectangle "1" is situated at place A, B, C or D; it is a non-feasible COA if situated at place E or F; it is not a COA if situated at place G or H.
(2) Cave-occupying action A packing action is called a cave-occupying action if the rectangle to be packed not only occupies a corner, but also touches some other previously packed rectangles including the box. For example, in Fig. 2 , the shadowy rectangles have been packed. Rectangle A occupies the corner formed by rectangles a and b. Furthermore, it touches rectangle c. Thus, rectangle A occupies a cave formed by rectangles a, b and c. The action of packing rectangle A is a cave-occupying action. Actually, a cave-occupying action is a special COA. 
In fact, d ij is the Manhattan distance between two rectangles which is an extension of Manhattan distance between two points. (5) Distance between one rectangle and several other rectangles For a given rectangle R and a set of rectangles , where w i and h i is the width and height of R i respectively. The caving degree reflects the closeness between the rectangle to be packed and the previously packed rectangles including the box (except the rectangles that form this corner). It is equal to 1 when the corresponding rectangle occupies a cave formed by three or more previously packed rectangles, and less than 1 when just occupies a corner formed by two previously packed rectangles.
(7) Corner degree of COA For a given COA, the number of corners occupied by the related rectangle is defined as corner degree of the corresponding COA. For example, as shown in Fig. 5 , the shadowy rectangles have been packed. If rectangle "1" is situated at place A, it occupies the corner formed by rectangles a and b. Then, the corner degree of the corresponding COA equals 1. If situated at place B, it occupies two corners. One is formed by rectangle b and the bottom boundary and, the other is formed by rectangle c and the bottom boundary. Thus, the corner degree of the corresponding COA equals 2. If situated at place C, it occupies 4 corners which are formed by rectangle d and e, d and f, e and right boundary, f and right boundary. In this situation, the corner degree of the corresponding COA becomes 4. (8) Edge degree of COA For a given COA, the number of edges that overlap with the related rectangle is defined as edge degree of the corresponding COA. For example, as shown in Fig. 6 , the shadowy rectangles have been packed. If rectangle "1" is situated at place A, since it overlaps the left and top boundary and one edge of rectangle a, the edge degree of the corresponding COA equals 3. If situated at place B, the edge degree of the corresponding COA equals 2 for overlapping one edge of rectangle b and c, respectively. If situated at place C, the edge degree of the corresponding COA equals 5 for overlapping the bottom boundary and one edge of rectangle c, d, e and f, respectively. (9) Precedence of point Let P 1 (x 1 , y 1 ) and P 2 (x 2 , y 2 ) be two points in the plane rectangular coordinates o-xy. P 1 has precedence over P 2 if x 1 < x 2 , or if x 1 = x 2 and y 1 < y 2 .
Sketch of the algorithm
At each step, do the COA with the largest caving degree (if there are more than one COA with the largest caving degree, do the COA with the largest corner degree, if there are still multiple choices, do the COA with the largest edge degree) until no rectangle is left outside the box or no feasible COA can be done according to the current configuration. In fact, this describes a greedy packing process. On the basis of greedy packing process, we introduce backtracking process, and so, develop the greedy packing algorithm into a new algorithm which can achieve better solution than greedy packing algorithm.
Computing program
4.1. Selecting rule Rule 1. Select the COA with the largest caving degree, if there is more than one COA satisfying the condition, then: Rule 2. Select the COA with the largest corner degree based on rule 1, if there is more than one COA satisfying the condition, then: Rule 3. Select the COA with the largest edge degree on the basis of rule 2, if there is more than one COA satisfying the condition, then: Rule 4. Select the COA with the highest precedence of the left-bottom vertex of the corresponding rectangle, if there is more than one COA satisfying the condition, then: Rule 5. Select the COA with the corresponding rectangle packed with the longer sides horizontal if both the horizontal and vertical packings are feasible, if there is more than one COA satisfying the condition, then: Rule 5. Select the COA with the smallest index of the corresponding rectangle.
Basic program
Step 1. If there is no feasible COA under the current configuration, output the unpacked area and stop the program. Otherwise, enumerate all feasible COAs, and then calculate the caving degree, corner degree and edge degree for each COA.
Step 2. Select a COA according to the selecting rule (see section 4.1) and pack the corresponding rectangle. Then reach a new configuration.
Step 3. If all rectangles have been packed into the box, output the packing result and stop successfully. Otherwise, return to step 1.
Strengthened program
Step 1. If there is no feasible COA under the current configuration, stop the program. Otherwise, enumerate all feasible COAs as candidates.
Step 2. For each candidate COA, pseudo-pack ("pseudo-pack" means to pack the rectangle into the box temporarily which will be removed from the box in the future) the corresponding rectangle and reach a new configuration. Based on this new configuration, pseudo-pack the remainder rectangles according to the basic program. If all rectangles have already been packed, output the packing result and stop successfully. Otherwise, calculate the area usage of the box according to the tentative end configuration as the score of the corresponding candidate COA.
Step 3. Select the COA with the highest score and pack the corresponding rectangle. Then reach a new configuration and return to step 1. If there are multiple COAs with the highest score, go to step 4. Step 4. Select the COA according to the selecting rule (see section 4.1) and pack the corresponding rectangle. Then reach a new configuration and return to step 1.
Computational complexity
As each iteration of packing will occupy one or more corners and generate some new corners.The number of corners left should be proportional to 2 n . Therefore, for each rectangle to be packed, the number of COAs generated will be bounded by 
Experimental results
Two group benchmarks taken from Hopper & Turton (2001) and Burke et al. (2004) are used to test the performance of the algorithm proposed in this paper. The first group has 21 instances with the number of rectangles ranging from 16 to 197. The second group includes 13 instances with the number of rectangles ranging from 10 to 3152. The optimal solutions of these two groups are known.
21 rectangle-packing instances provided by Hopper and Turton
The performance of QHA has been tested with 21 rectangle-packing test instances taken from Hopper & Turton (2001) . For each instance, the optimal solution is perfect, i.e., all rectangles can be packed into the box without overlapping area, the area usage of the box is 100%, and the unutilized area is zero. For more details about these instances, please refer to Hopper & Turton (2001) . Wu et al. (2002) , Hopper & Turton (2001) , Zhang et al. (2005) and Huang et al. (2007) reflect the most advanced algorithms that have already been published up to now. Heuristic1 (Wu et al., 2002) is based on the conception of flexibility; SA+BLF (Hopper & Turton, 2001 ) means simulated annealing+bottom left fill, GA+BLF (Hopper & Turton, 2001 ) means genetic algorithm+bottom left fill; hybrid heuristic (HH) (Zhang et al., 2005 ) is based on divide-andconquer; and heuristic for rectangle packing (HRP) (Huang et al., 2007) is based on corneroccupying action and caving degree. Heuristic1, SA+BLF, GA+BLF, HH and HRP are not implemented in this paper, so the results are directly taken from Wu et al. (2002) , Hopper & Turton (2001) , Zhang et al. (2005) and Huang et al. (2007) . Heuristic1 is run on a SUN Sparc20/71 with a 71MHz SuperSparc CPU and 64MB RAM; SA+BLF and GA+BLF are run on a Pentium pro with a 200MHz processor and 65MB RAM; HH is run on a Dell GX260 with a 2.4GHz CPU; QHA and HRP are run on IBM notebook PC with a 2.0GHz processor and 256MB memory. As an example, the packing results of instances 2, 5, 8, 14, 17 and 20 achieved by QHA are shown in Fig. 7 . For 21 rectangle-packing test instances, optimal solutions of 19 ones are achieved by QHA, i.e., all rectangles are packed into the box without overlapping area, the area usage of the box is 100%, and percent (%) of unpacked area, which is defined by 100(box area -total area of already packed rectangles)/box area, is 0%. And optimal solutions of 2, 3 and 16 ones are achieved by heuristic1, HH and HRP, respectively. The comparisons of the results of 21 instances between HRP, heuristic1, HH and QHA are listed in table 1. From table 1, we see that the runtime of QHA on some larger instances is shorter than that on some smaller instances because the program stops successfully when all rectangles are packed into the box without overlapping. As a result, it is natural that the runtime of QHA on instance 20 is much shorter than that on instance 19 and 21, as shown in table 1. The original problem can be equivalently described as to minimize the container height under packing all rectangles without overlapping into a fixed width rectangular container.
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